All is covering up the most inconvenient crisis by spreading gun smoke at anywhere
By anyhow,establishing emergent military truce by knowing big and deep deception.
2014/7/29
Every man must decide whether he will walk in the light of creative altruism or in the
darkness of destructive selfishness.
I submit to you that if a man hasn’t discovered something that he will die for, he isn’t
fit to live.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.As for Israel’s brutal Gaza bombing(7/15) and downing of MH17 Malaysia plane(7/17)in
Ukraine,global journalism succeeded to make global wide attention to those events.
Conclusionary to tell,both may be conspired uniquely by power of the WEST’s Oligarchy
who has been hating Jews,Muslims,Russian and truth accuser to vanish them in global
chaos by operation EndGame. As has been throughly and repeatedly being explained in
777true.net,the most precedent and emergent problem of now world is climate change

risk,of which full fixing would need global revolution of more than 80%CO2 cut and
Arctic Cooling Engineering.Above all,they has been hating this fatal facts due to possibility
of causing own ruling regime decline. That is,revolution is more terrible than defeating
war<Konoe,Japanese imperial member in world war the 2nd>.Our real enemy is not Jew,
Muslim,Russian,but the WEST oligarchy who has been guarded by bribed mass media in
WEST the upside down Lie Ruling Nations.

[１]：Why has they been hating Russia without hereditary regime.
⑴global ruling by the hereditary regime(Bilderberg).
Also authors confirmed the minor,but stubborn hereditary family ruling in WEST.
http;//www.777true.net/Who-is-Wicked-in-High-Place.pdf
REAL WORLD ORDER,

WHO RULES THE WORLD ?<this is too long report>

http://www.realworldorder.net/
Power and the Global Ruling Class. Who Rules the World? The End of Democracy as We Know It
http://www.globalresearch.ca/power-and-the-global-ruling-class-who-rules-the-world/5385221

⑵old conservative establishment vs new rising powers
So called BRICS the new advanced nations has common feature of nothing historical
hereditary regime.While in WEST,USA with Rockefeller,UK imperial,EU Rothschild and
nobility hereditary families has been ruling <the WEST’s old family oligarchy>.The WEST
nations has been ally with kernel of the hereditary nobilities. They has been substantial
ruler of this world !!!.The leaders in those nation with class structure(they had been
accelerating the global capitalism ruling) are servants of them,but not dedicators to people.
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Betrayals-could-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
While some of the leaders in such as BRICS might be out of their servants.It means nation
independent or not conquered.Note BRICS tried to establish new own banking system
without IMF,which had caused their anger especially against President Putin. M.Gadaafi
(Libya) was assassinated by WEST due to trying to establish Gold Standard in Africa.
Following are evidences(in web) that they has been entirely plotting to make Russia bad.
On the other hand,Russia has been trying to disclose evidences.
⑶Pulling Out Russia by neo-NAZI’s brutal Invasion to East Ukraine.
＊NATO Hopes for Russian Invasion of Ukraine,15/7/2014
http://journal-neo.org/2014/07/15/nato-hopes-for-russian-invasion-of-ukraine/
＊Gen. Dempsey: We're Pulling Out Our Cold War Military Plans over Ukraine
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2014/07/25/gen-dempsey-were-pulling-out-our-cold-w
ar-military-plans-over-ukraine
Martin Dempsey elevated the rhetoric against Russian President Vladimir Putin and directly
invoked the idea that a new Cold War-like posture is now being taken by the U.S. military.
＊Obama says evidence points to MH17 being shot down 18/07 22:49 CET
http://www.euronews.com/2014/07/18/obama-says-evidence-points-to-mh17-being-shot
-down-/

＊Putin was the first to inform President Obama of the Malaysia Airlines crash
http://www.veooz.com/news/iHKwh3i.html
＊Spying Case Left Obama in Dark, U.S. Officials Say
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/09/world/europe/spying-case-left-obama-in-dark-us-officials-say.html?_r=0

＊Malaysian Airlines MH17 Was Ordered to Fly over the East Ukraine Warzone
Malaysian Airlines Confirms that it was Instructed to Fly MH17 at Lower Altitude
over East Ukraine By Prof Michel Chossudovsky Global Research, July 21, 2014
http://www.globalresearch.ca/malaysian-airlines-mh17-was-ordered-to-fly-over-the-east-ukr
aine-warzone/5392540
＊Bodies, black boxes handed over from Ukraine crash site
(Agencies)Updated: 2014-07-22 06:52
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/world/malaysianairliner/2014-07/22/content_17878388.htm
http://en.ria.ru/world/20140723/191126347/Russia-Hands-Data-on-MH17-Crash-to-EC-Awa
its-Reaction---Russias.html
＊How American Propaganda Works: “Guilt By Insinuation”

21/7/2014

http://www.globalresearch.ca/how-american-propaganda-works-guilt-by-insinuation/5392573

Ask yourself this question: Would the world be a safer place with less death, destruction and
displaced peoples and more truth and justice if the United States and Israel did not exist?
＊MH17 downing as operation against Russia by Ukraine, S.Tanaka,2014/7/28
http://tanakanews.com/140728ukraine.htm
Following are entirely authors opinion.but not summary of above page.If international
opinion would be wrong on the MH17 downing,that is,they become to consider pro Russian
separatists was criminal,then Kiev government(mapet of WEST) would get international
allowance to invade East Ukraine(Donetsk).Which might become terrible suppression or
massacre against pro-Russia group.This would induce new cold war between Russia and
USA. This is told a plan made by Rand Corporation in USA in order to pull out Russia for
war making.Then president Putin will not support and save pro-Russia group.Because it has
possibility of becoming world nuclear war the 3rd.
....................................
In coming years world where climate would become more wild as years goes on,and everyone
would become noticed the extraordinariness,in the matter of course,people would hate elites
who has been terribly betraying people.And if nothing countermeasure,there would be nothing,
but final massive desperate,which might make elite to trigger nukes.This is nothing,but most
miserable stage caused by the global inability<see[４],[５]>.

[２]：Israel has been surviving by accepting all hatred against them.
<<historical class struggles and the destiny of Jews in the upside down world>
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUROPE-USA.pdf
Telling from historical summary,Jewish people were messengers for liberating mankind from
ancient barbarianism ruling with violence without law ruling toward democracy of justice,
truth and philanthropy(God).These are religious teach of Moses ten commandment,
Judaism, Christianism and Islamism.These excellent teach had been welcomed in many
peoples.On the other hand,as the consequence,they had become hated by nobility
hereditary rulers in WEST feudalism and militarism nations. This hatred is nothing,but the
origin of right wing who have been against Jews the outstanding revolutional ability in
every field in the upside down WEST.The last decisive and brutal persecution on them was
that by NAZIS.

NAZIS was founded by the USA oligarchy in order to perish Jews !!.

The Ghost of NAZIS.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
NAZIS's madness
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html
As the consequence,establishing Israel was initiated and to cause todays perpetual dispute
between Palestine.After all,Israeli of today was destined to dispute with Muslim nations,
which has been proxy wars by hidden West who has been hating also Islamism and
stealing oil and etc resources in Africa.That is, Israeli had been trapped in the worst hell.
Now they has been surviving by accepting all hatred against them with aid of NAZIS
reincarnated in USA the most upside down nation.
http://www.globalresearch.ca/netanyahu-kills-palestinian-children-israel-bombs-gaza-childr
ens-hospital/5393292
Netanyahu’s killing Palestinian children may be an indication of Israeli desperate situation.
http://dissidentvoice.org/2014/07/on-israeli-defeat-and-the-future-of-jewish-politics/
Israel can not solve its problems by military means. The situation is desperate for the Israelis.
They have started to realize that they are stuck within a political, ideological and cultural
stalemate. Israel is unable to conjure an image of a resolution. There is no prospect of future
for the Jewish State.

The desperate fights between theists(Israel and Muslim nations)is insidious trap by WEST.
Final relief for both Israeli and Palestine(Muslim nations) is to notice real their common
enemy(the atheists)to stop barren and absurd long disputes by anymore and to debate
toward solution for real common liberation to co-live(for theists).

[３]：The West has been accusing Islam by lies for causing false flag wars.
<<They were the first realizer of THEOCRACY in the mankind history by Islamism,
then,what the WEST ruler has been hiddenly hating in Islamism?!!>>
⑴9/11 is nothing,but false accusation to make war in Middle East,which are evidently and
entirely sin of WEST,but not Muslim nations.
⒜9/11 inside job terror(2001) for the aim of against the Muslim Nations.
http://www.911truth.org/
http://www.physics911.net/
http://www.911scholars.org/
⒝3/11 earthquake weapon attack(2011 Tohoku M9 earth quake of pseudo war
devastating Fukushima nuclear plants) for the aim of against Japan Democrats Group .
3/11 was Japan’s 9/11. It’s all documented folks
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack.html

⑵The original purpose of Islamism was also establishing decent social order by
concrete ethics with teach of holy war against invaders. So long as author's reading on
Al Qur'an,nothing contradiction and no compelling religion,on the contrary,reasonable,
generous and merciful.As the historical fact,era after Muhammad ,Islam nations
accomplished unprecedented enlarging prosperity with the religion in their politics,culture
and civilization. <the first Theocracy establishing in the mankind history>.It should be
noted parallely with also Democracy establishing in Greece.Though, it is frequent and
urgent WEST nations invasions(the crusade wars,.....,establishing Israel by the false
promises and following wars between Israel)in Muslim nations that might have caused them
something ungenerous against WEST.<An expert⑶ point out the tragedy due to separation
between politics and the religion compelled by WEST power in modern era>
However after Muhammad revelation,some actual rituals in the Muslim nations seem author
rather disagree with the original teach. A typical example may be excluding Judaism and

Christianism and some rituals seems without generous and mercyful. Some rich oil nations
are building extravagant towers,but not spending zahah for poor nations people. (but
exception is the colonel M.Gadaafi,who were assasinated by WEST).
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/12/why-they-killed-gaddafi-a-story-you-must-read/
As radical fights in Middle East and etc with those consequence,people in not Muslim
nations are brain washed to fear and hate Islamism.
⑶THEOCRACY:Why has Islamism been resist against Modern Europe<in Japanese>.
http://jfn.josuikai.net/josuikai/21f/60/kt1/kt.htm
Sultan of the Ottoman Empire the end of a great Islamic empire had suffered a decisive
defeat at last. it was that of 1918. Istanbul, the capital is occupied, the Sultan was taken
prisoner. And most of the former territory of the empire was split between the two winner of
imperial British and France...................................
In other words, Islam I was kept away from politics. In another way, it has meant a
decisive groove that was made between the political system and the real philosophy of
Islam that singing match of politics and religion.
In authors observation on the WEST ruler,their most hated matter is class-less regime,
which is nothing,but denaying their being itself.Therefore,perhaps,the WEST rulers
(including Israeli now the proxy)has been torturers against Muslims since 1918.
Note the kingdom nation such as Saudi-Arabia,Qatar are certainly Islam nation, though
alway with the conservative WEST.
⑷Middle East problem in authors site.
http://www.777true.net//Which-do-you-opt-World-War3-or-Global-Revolution-the-Total-Resetting.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Deep-insight-on-the-real-cause-of-war-between-Iran-and-Israel..pdf
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf

http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIONS.pdf

⑸Religion as exact Science.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
For most of long his life,author had been atheist .But finding almighty logic of quantum
vacuum had decisively turned him.At that time,author’s the most agony was evil politics
ruling.Then by reading the Bible and Al Qur'an,he could get some important relief.

It is very simple,but exact teach of justice,truth,philanthropy(＝God).In other world,now
secular world has been being ruled by Satan(injustice,lie,hatred toward chaos). Those
are just prophesied by the holy scriptures.Religion is political and logically genuine !!.
Then he observed the established religion societies,and foud them too conservative
due to long historical formalization.Now he wish their taking global solidarity policy of
fighting religion against the wrong ruling world<Liberation Theology>. Especially the
climate change has been becoming fatal,which would need global revolution. God don’t
want coming doomsday,but realizing our massive repentance.
⑹Perverse Personality in upside down WEST nations.
Loki in the Norse Myth is the most obscure of trickster God.He was perverse and to have
caused destruction at last.The world now has been substantially being ruled by Germanic
ruler who seems to have been perverse against Religious Culture .After all,they will not
substantially admit sin of invasion Muslim nations and of persecution on Jew to force Israel
establishing,and deadly climate collapsing.Now in the world,most media has been reporting
contemporary regional disputes,but never survey deep origin.Simply to tell,all of those has
been hiding the substantial original sin of WEST nation.At this time of MH17 crash and
brutal Gaza bombing,many children were remarkably killed in there.This might be a sign that
they would not save future world.As are such ways,so we must survey necessity of
drastic change in personal management in global politics and business.
Those who follow heavenly will do politics righteous,while not follow do forcing...<Mozi>.

[４]：Now the world has been being ruled by big diligent but not by big ability.
⑴diligent but inability.
Accusing others is not good,because they would hate accuser.However frank opinion is
decisive to save security of this world especially in climate crisis.After all,our world at now
has been entirely managing by those diligent peoples,but inability.
Religion teach is simple,but exact as justice,truth,philanthropy(righteous＝God)toward
order,while injustice,lie,hatred(Satan)is toward disorder(unrighteous＝destruction).
Now the world with many regional disputes has been going toward climate hell,which is
nothing but destruction caused by inability of our leaders at now.They are certainly very
diligent to manage conserving capitalism regime,but inability is too evident. Because
nothing is more inability,but causing own destruction !!!.

⑵A German general’s theory on Personal Management in military org.
Author failed in searching exact citation source,but the content is as follows.There are two
fundamental measure for evaluating military men<able,and diligent>.As the consequence,
they are categorized in 4 type.
rank

ability in work

attitude for work

general staff officer

ability

diligent

field commander

ability

non diligent

liaison officer

inability

non diligent

nothing job

inability

diligent

No job is a paradox.Because most of people belive it diligent that accomplish work.The
explanation is as follows.Person diligent,but inability fail to stop error works. If it would be
failure,it would be better to do nothing by being non diligent.After all,fact denayer could not
be ability,but only fact accepters could be ability.
[５]:How to turn the upside down world ??!!
<<Problem and Solution in Maxims>>.
The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by the bad people,
but the silence over that by the good people.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.It always seems impossible until it’s done.
-Nelson Mandela

-

Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are certain to
miss the future.
-John F. KennedyEvery man must decide whether he will walk in the light of creative altruism or in the
darkness of destructive selfishness.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.-

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin !!.
.....W.Shakespeare
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/path/v04n06p176_one-touch-of-nature.htm

A key in innovation is abandoning.
.....P.Drucker
Not abandoning,but adhering has been causing this world toward hell<now world is ship sinking
slowly>.Then what to do for making one touch of nature ??.This is the fatal question to be or
not to be. Convert to small rescue boats from gorgeous Titanic now sinking

[６]:How to grow up new leaders.
⑴The Cancer Focus in personal management.
Revealing big failure sometime causes position change in personal management.This is
very natural in business without hereditary.Hereditary regime may be one which can not
change in personal management.Thus it becomes evident that why the world could not
change even with facing the deadly crisis.Note those who has been connecting the regime
are also the same.Note democracy and theocracy is the same in examining and
employing person ability for managing politics in organization.
Those who follow heavenly intension do politics righteous,
while who not follow do politics forcing.......<Mozi ancient Chinese Philospher>.
⑵How to solve it.
＊An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of
his individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity. -M Luther King.Jr
＊Being simple is the supreme sophistication.......-Leonard ds Vinci＊Simple can be harder than complex. You have to work hard to get your thinking
clean to make it simple. But it’s worth it in the end because once you get there,
you can move mountains.

-Steve Jobs-

＊Difficult problem should be divided into portions

-Rene Descartes-

⑶An important method that can cause you feel this universe small.
Q：Can you explain why this universe could begin ?.
Ａ1：Ｉｆ beginning was something non-nothing,it could not be told beginning.
Thereby beginning must be nothing.
Ａ2：If beginning was nothing,nothing must be nothing forever.
So that this universe can not be at all.This is contradiction or incomprehensible !!!
Ａ3：simple,but exact revolutional turning.
nothing must be nothing forever. This is wrong.
Because nothing never can prove being of exact low of “nothing must be nothing
forever.” That is, nothing is also nothing law-itself.
That is anything could be possible by nothing law(=almighty low=God).
Once non-nothing world was initiated,physics low was to rule the universe.
*The key-point is causality law broken(incomprehensible) at the beginning.

⑷How to grow up new leaders in haste.
Most of the leaders in the world are certainly diligent in their business,but inability to evade
planet extinction.Because time for salvation from planet extinction is not so much left.
Those leaders will not declare the planet emergency,but would substantially be silent.
As is such way, all of you are certain to face climate hell world before long.
Thereby we absolutely need to grow up new leaders.
This is the emergent decisive task of you all at now !!!.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-confirm-the-climate-emergency-realities.pdf
Tasks for leaders in climate war time regime
skill_0

Ideology,religion,science,economy,politics

skill_1

Climate Science Facts(Arctic Cooling Engineering)

skill_2

Climate Science Facts(carbon and temperature management)

skill_3

New energy engineering

skill_4

Foods & water saving in climate collapsing environment

skill_5

Industry policy in climate war time regime

skill_6

Personal management in climate war time regime

skill_7

Financial management in climate war time regime

skill_8

defence&security management in climate war time regime

skill_9

International cooperation(agenda)

skill_10

International cooperation(implementations)

-supplemental informations＊IMF is told to order Kiev Government to take austerity policy,which would cause poor
Kiev more likely to be bribed by rich WEST conspirators.
＊Netherlands victims are most 194/298.The global rightist center of Bilderberg Group was
initiated by prince Bernhard’s proposing.He was former NAZIS member.
＊Note time coincidence between MH17(7/17) crash and Gaza bombing(7/15).
This is an indication of complicity between Israel and USA,or Kiev and USA.

